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•	 1	billion	people	live	in	poor	urban	communities	

•	 1.1	billion	do	not	have	access	to	safe	water	

•	 2.4	billion	do	not	have	access	to	adequate	sanitation	

sanitation overview

The number of urban residents without access to improved 
sanitation will increase from 661 million to 898 million by 
2015. The majority of these people will be living in slums and 
peri-urban settlements which, globally, are growing by over a 
million people per week.

—World Health Organization, 2000
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IDEO,	Unilever,	and	WSUP	have	partnered	to	
develop	an	innovative	business	model	and	
services	for	private	sector	delivery	of	improved	
household	sanitation	services	for	the	urban	poor.

design brief

Working closely with Unilever and Water and Sanitation for the Urban Poor 
(WSUP), IDEO led a six-week exploratory research assignment, including two 
weeks on-the-ground research in Ghana. This document captures insights 
and observations, and offers improvement recommendations for sanitation 
opportunities in the region.

It is our hope that this document will also be used by other organizations to 
support the cause of addressing sanitation for the urban poor worldwide.
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Human Centered Design: Understanding people’s 
needs and desires to identify new solutions that 
will be desirable, feasible, and viable.

Process

In order to better understand the end-users’ challenges and 
aspirations, our team conducted interviews on the individual, 
community, and civic level. We used research tools such as 
inspiration cards, observations, shadowing, and storytelling 
to gain a deeper understanding of their day-to-day lives and 
sanitation needs and preferences.
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•	1.5	million	residents
•	33%	have	water	connection
•	28%	have	sanitation	at	home
•	77%	economically	active

Focus:
Kumasi, Ghana

—kma, 2000
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kumasi: existing sanitation options

Public	Toilets

Public toilets can be a significant financial burden for an entire family to 
use every day. This leads many to resort to open defecation, a practice 
that spreads disease and contaminates water, while also bringing shame 
upon the person. Many children, however, openly defecate without 
stigma as it is socially acceptable for them to do so.

Public toilets became the norm for the majority of urban Ghanaians 
with the outlawing of bucket latrines. They’re generally blocks of 
15-20 squatting stalls with minimal privacy, and varying degrees of 
cleanliness. They cost between $0.03-$0.20 per use, and have long 
lines in the mornings and evenings. 

Open	Defecation

To avoid an inconvenient  and expensive trip to the public toilets in the dark 
of the night, many people will use a chamber pot and empty its contents 
into a plastic bag the following morning. Known as “flying toilets,” these 
bags are often tossed in roadside ditches, garbage piles, or waterways.

Flying	Toilets
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kumasi: existing sanitation options

Bucket	Latrines

It costs  $500-$700 to build a basic latrine in the home. The pit latrine 
consists of an underground collection tank with a privacy shelter built 
around a toilet. Every few years, a vacuum truck must be hired to empty 
the toilet. Alternative models, like the Kumasi Improved Ventilated 
Pits, offer improvements like ventilation and two tanks to compost the 
waste,  but these require even more upfront investment.

A bucket latrine is a metal or plastic bucket built into a small privacy 
room in the common area of a multi-family compound with a regular 
collection service by night-soil collectors. These latrines were outlawed 
in the 1990 because the collectors were often dumping their contents 
onto the street. Bucket latrines can still be found in parts of Ghana.

Pit	Latrines	and	Water	Closets

Although Kumasi does have a sewer system and three waste-water 
treatment plants, there are only about thousand homes connected to 
it in a city of over one million residents. Unfortunately, maintenance is 
challenging for the cash-strapped government, so any plans to expand 
the sewer’s reach would be expensive and difficult.

Municipal	Sewer	System
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Target Market
Families	living	in	shared	compounds

Some	level	of	family	income,	even	if	inconsistent	

Currently	using	public	toilets

Desire	in-home	sanitation,	but	not	able	to	afford	existing	options

Most people in Kumasi live in rented accommodations, usually sharing a room with their family in a 
compound of 9 or 10 such rooms and a common area, so we are designing a solution for the majority of 

Most family members in the poor communities are unemployed so we are targeting families with some amount 
of discretionary income who can pay for monthly sanitation services.

For people who do not have an in-home toilet, paid public toilets or open defecation are the only options. 
We are focusing on providing an improved sanitation solution for those already paying daily for defecation.

For most, the cost of a $700 pit latrine is not a viable option financially so we are offering less expensive alternatives.
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Madame	Grace
Living with their family of eight in three 
rooms of a compound, Madame Grace and 
her husband experience the high costs and 
inconvenience of public toilets everyday. 
Although only three of the ten family 
members are currently employed, they have 
high monthly expenses, including school fees, 
clean water (which they must walk 15 minutes 
to fetch several times a day), electricity to run 
their TV and freezer, and, of course, sanitation. 
And, at an average of $0.13 per visit for each 
member of the family, it adds up quickly.

target market
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target market

Abbana

Abbana works as a coal seller and was the 
mother of six children before two died from 
fever. The deaths of her children have 
increased her awareness about sanitation 
and hygiene, and she is adamant about 
teaching her children to wash their hands after 
they use the public toilet. Unfortunately, the 
only accessible public toilet is “very far away,” 
and with no running water at the toilet or in 
the home, sanitation and hygiene are always 
a challenge.
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target market

Mohammed

Mohammed lives with his family in an 
upscale multi-family compound. His home is 
divided into four separate rooms: a kitchen, 
living room, bedroom area, and private bath 
(separate from the compound toilet). His 
home does boast modern refrigeration and 
a television, but lacks an in-home toilet. His 
compound is owned by several landlords so 
reaching consensus to install and finance a 
permanent toilet is difficult.
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The OpenIDEO community and the project 
team worked together to share inspirations 
and generate concepts. 

process

OpenIDEO:	Involving	the	
world	in	creating	a	solution

While in Ghana, the team shared their observations through 
Twitter, Facebook, and a blog (www.ghanasan.com) with 
the OpenIDEO community who submitted inspirations from 
around the world and creatively developed concepts in 
response to the design brief.
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process

While the IDEO project team worked on the product and service delivery of new sanitation solutions, the OpenIDEO 
community expanded the focus to include a broader range of issues from awareness to treatment.

buy install use Maintain

ideo scope

women’s needstreatment

community 
infrastructure

awareness

purchasing
services

cleanliness

household

OpenIDEO
Contributions
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women’s needs 
Women and children typically have more 
complicated needs than men when it 
comes to sanitation. Consider privacy, 
body position, social norms, behavioral 
motivation, menstrual cycles and the many 
ways in which gender and age differences 
affect sanitation issues.

treatment 
Where does the waste go? Treatment is 
often a missing piece of the sanitation cycle. 
Many inspirations looked at innovative ways 
to ensure waste was properly managed and 
not detracting from living environments

household 
Many individual inspirations referenced 
camping or portable solutions and also 
tackled issues around privacy, convenience, 
pride and odor control. This was echoed by 
the team’s learnings in the field, where they 
found convenience to be the major driver for 
people’s waste management approaches

process

Sanitation	themes	from	OpenIDEO
cleanliness 
Sanitation and hygiene often go hand in 
hand, and the theme of cleanliness was 
apparent in many of the inspirations. From 
games around hand washing to high-tech 
soaps, how might we make cleanliness an 
integral component of waste management?

community infrastructure 
Neighborhood and village level solutions 
allow many people to access sanitation 
services without having to take on the cost 
or care for a product themselves, but the 
infrastructure can be difficult to maintain 
and inconvenient to use.

awareness
Knowing is always half the battle. Many 
inspirations referenced the importance of 
helping people understand the impact of 
sanitation and cleanliness. How might we 
increase awareness for better sanitation 
practices with individuals and communities?

services
Waste management is a systemic problem 
that involves many interrelatedpieces to 
create a solution. Service inspirations go 
beyond a product idea and address the 
ways sanitation will be accessed, collected, 
stored, treated and managed.

purchasing
People may be aware of the need for better 
sanitation, but that doesn’t necessarily 
translate into individual action. Many 
inspirations addressed ways to help change 
people’s behavior around human waste 
and introduce different approaches to 
the market.
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i know it’s clean 
because it smells like...

The scent of grapefruits. I love 
that sharp acidic scent!

jazmin
correa

process: inspirations

Inspiration	from	the	OpenIDEO	Community

green diaper collection service

EarthBaby is a service in the U.S. 
which provides delivery, pickup, and 
professional processing of 
compostable diapers and wipes.

sally
madsen

the x-runner

This toilet can flip up and be rolled, to a local Biogas 
Plant where it can be turned into electricity Concept 
by: Noa Lerner

adriana
olmos
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Sanitation	in	Ghana	
is	complicated.	
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Public	toilets	are	for	
public	places.

 • Public toilets have become the primary toilets. 

 • The nearest public toilet is sometimes a 15 minute 
walk from home. 

 • There are long lines for the toilets every morning 
and evening. 

 • Public toilets are especially difficult for the elderly 
and sick to use. 

 • Many families still keep a chamber pot in the 
home, and then dump it.

insights
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In-home	sanitation	services	
are	nothing	new,	but	many	
are	now	illegal.

 • Bucket latrines were outlawed because 
service collectors dumped waste illegally, 
rather than in designated collection locations. 

 • Though illegal, bucket latrines continue to 
be used.

insights
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 • Night soil collection was (and still is in some 
areas) a formal business with contracts, 
scheduled pickup dates, and shared payments. 

 • Some homes still have an empty room where 
bucket latrines used to be installed.
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Pee	and	poo	are	different.
 • People are willing to pay to use the public toilets 

for pooping, but not for peeing. 

 • Men often pee on the side of the road or against 
a wall, and it’s accepted behavior. 

 • Women pee into a chamber pot or into a drain in 
the floor of the bathroom. 

 • It’s common for children to poop  outside even 
though it’s taboo for adults.

insights
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The	compound	is	the	home,	
and	it’s	almost	always	rented.

 • Each family lives in a room surrounding the 
common area. Most rooms are very small 
and many people sleep on the floor. 

 • There are defined common areas within 
the compound for certain activities such as 
bathing and cooking. 

 • Chamber pots are kept in the bedroom 
or bathroom. 

insights

 • People living in the compound share certain 
expenses such as water and electricity. 

 • Upgrades and improvements to the 
compound are difficult because consensus 
is difficult to achieve. 

 • Rent is often paid for 1-4 years upfront, so 
landlords have minimal incentive to upgrade 
or improve.



january 2011 22a typical kumasi compound
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Ownership	=	Care.
 • Anything outside of the immediate 

compound is considered someone 
else’s responsibility to clean. 

 • Subsidized toilets without ownership 
are left to crumble, forming 

“sanitation graveyards.” 

 • Compound bucket latrines, though 
illegal, are cleaner than most 
public toilets.

insights
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Bugs	are	dirty,	germs	
are	invisible.	

 • Most latrine owners use Raid and other insecticides 
to clean their toilets. 

 • “Smell pollution” is how some people describe filth. 

 • Tiles, especially white ones, are a sign of cleanliness.

insights
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Purchase	decisions	are	
short-term	and	driven	by	
amount	of	cash	on	hand.

 • Almost everyone has a cell phone (or two) 
which they use on a pay-per-use basis. 

 • Often, little thought is given to long-term 
consequences of purchase decisions. 

 • The life of consumables, such as diapers 
and sanitary napkins, is extended far beyond 
their intended use.

insights

 • Currently there’s no middle ground between 
public toilets and a $700 in-home latrine. 

 • People about $0.13 every time they use the 
public toilet. Added up, this is a significant 
expense for a household.
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Larger	purchases	are	
not	impossible	but	they	
are	difficult.

 • Even the poorest homes have electricity and 
usually radio and television. 

 • Refrigerators and freezers are for sale 
everywhere, and when found in a home, are 
often filled with nothing more than a few 
bottles of water.

insights

 • Credit is difficult, if not impossible, to access. 

 • Traditional saving accounts are not available 
to the poorest population, so many rely on 
Susu collectors who charge fees in exchange 
for saving one’s money.
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Decisions,	even	personal	
ones,	are	heavily	influenced	
by	community	leaders.

 • People learn about important things through the 
village chiefs’ “gong gong” announcers who march 
through the streets with news. 

 • Religious leaders are expected to filter information 
before presenting it to the community. 

 • Political leaders are necessary to open doors for 
conversations to take place within the community.

insights



28an assemblyman overlooks his district
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A	job	in	sanitation	is	still	
a	job.

 • Money trumps the stigma of working in sanitation. 

 • Certain sanitation jobs pay very well, especially 
vacuum truck drivers and owners. 

 • Sanitation is generally not a core business but a side 
offering of other businesses. 

 • People actively seek jobs, even in sanitation, 
including applying for jobs maintaining public toilets 
while they’re still under construction.

insights



30a vacuum truck driver pleased with his work
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The	sanitation	journey	is	a	
series	of	disconnected	points.

 • Public, private, and social sectors all have roles to play, but they’re 
currently working in silos. 

 • Toilets are sold on the street but salespeople don’t know how to install 
them, where to buy the additional parts, or who to call for help. 

 • Toilet installation requires several experts with different skills, making 
the process complex and  prohibitively expensive.

insights



Infrastructure	in	Ghana	
is	underfunded.

 • Infrastructure that breaks down is not 
repaired quickly. 

 • The sewer system in Kumasi (which only 
covers about 1,000 homes) is mostly 
non-functional. 

 • People trust private operators 
over the government for reliability 
and consistency.

insights
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There	is	no	real	treatment	
solution	(yet).

 • Treatment is not profitable and can be quite costly. 

 • Because treatment is expensive, it’s become 
acceptable to dump directly into the ocean, at 
locations like Lavender Hill in Accra. 

 • Two of the three waste water treatment facilities 
in Kumasi were not operational during our visit. 

 • There are pilots for revenue-generating treatment 
solutions such as biogas conversion and bio-
fertilizer, but they have not been yet proven.

insights
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Incentives	are	not	aligned.
 • Public toilet owners have no incentive to reinvest 

profits in maintenance. 

 • Vacuum truck businesses are extremely 
profitable, but those profits aren’t connected to 
the rest of the sanitation chain. 

 • Treatment of waste is not profitable (yet).

insights

 • Bucket latrines failed because there was no 
incentive to dispose of waste properly and 
dumping waste illegally was easier. 

 • Dumping of waste is easy, free, and 
generally tolerated.
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7 Design Principles
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If it doesn’t make their life easier, people likely won’t use it. Convenience is the benefit 
that customers most value and should be prioritized over other messages.

1.	Convenience,	convenience,	convenience.

Small payments over the life of a product are easier than larger upfront payments for this 
customer base. Service design should model the existing behavior of incremental payments.

2.	Pay	over	time.

design principles

What’s best for the community and the environment also needs to be what’s best for the 
customer. Incentivize participation across all stakeholders and turn making the right choice 
into the preferred way of engaging in sanitation.

3.	Make	the	right	choice	the	easy	choice.
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Rather than reinventing the wheel, take advantage of existing infrastructure, partners, and 
behaviors.  Leverage the systems already in place.

5.	Work	with	what	works.

design principles

Sanitation needs to be approached as an interconnected system. Design for the entire 
sanitation journey, from awareness to treatment, to create effective solutions.

4.	Connect	the	dots.
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design principles

Though urine is somewhat corrosive and carries an unpleasant odor, it’s benign to the 
community. Focus products on containing and removing feces first, and consider urine second.

7.	#2	is	the	new	#1.

The public sector can’t do it alone. Involve private sector partners to increase reliability and 
confidence throughout the sanitation journey.

6.	Incentivize	private	sector	involvement.
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Opportunities
The following pages represent a recommended direction and two 
possibilities for systems, services, and products that address the 
needs of the people of Kumasi. They’re not mutually exclusive, and 
some combination of the products and services we’ve illustrated are 
likely be the best solution.

The following pages are rough illustrations of potential opportunities. 
These concepts are not definitive and need to be prototyped and 
refined during the next phase of the project.
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opportunities

To design a toilet with low up-front costs, 
a trade-off must be made in terms of 
capacity. This results in higher ongoing 
service costs. 

A consumer can save on maintenance 
costs by investing more upfront,  but this 
is rarely feasible financially. 

The	Product/Service	Cost	Trade-off

maintenance cost

purchase cost

bag and bin high touch 
service toilet

all-in-one vipflush
toilet

public
toilet
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opportunities: awareness

Awareness
The OpenIDEO community submitted great solutions 
for how to engage and incentivize participation around 
sanitation. Their work will inform future prototyping 
and piloting as we test and refine our systems.

wosuk: women’s sanitation 
union of kumasi

The Women’s Sanitation Union of Kumasi is 
a neutral organization with a charter signed 
by Unilever, the Kumasi government and the 
‘population’ which will champion, promote and 
monitor healthy and safe sanitation solutions 
in Kumasi. 

niko
herzeg

network of educated mothers

Changing behavior, especially among adults, is a very tough 
thing to do. Given that, I suggest we think about how we 
can teach the youngest generations in areas like Kumasi to 
be responsible about their sanitation and waste disposal 
habits—after all, it’s today’s kids who will be running these 
communities very soon. And I think women and mothers are 
the perfect demographic and vehicle to deliver these kinds 
of messages.

ashley
jablow
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opportunities: awareness

celebrate toilet ownership

Building a toilet and taking responsibility 
for proper waste management is a big 
deal.  It’s good for a family and it’s better 
for the community. Find some way to 
celebrate it.

jeff
chapin

we’ll trade your cell phone minutes for 
your sanitation transition!

Through the use of an exchange system citizens are given the 
option to increase their minutes/use time of their cell phones by 
signing up for a sanitation project. The sanitation project offers 
counseling, materials to create a sanitized environment for their 
latrine, and follow-up consultation with regards to disposal.   

christopher
spurgeon
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opportunity 1: high-touch service toilet

This is a sanitation service where users 
lease a toilet with interchangeable waste 
cartridges that are emptied and serviced 
on a bi-weekly basis.

High-Touch	Service	Toilet
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opportunity 1: high-touch service toilet

Service exchange 
cartridge

Salesperson 
returns monthly 
for payment 
collection

Vacuum truck 
takes waste to 
treatment site

Cartridge is emptied 
and cleaned at a 
service station

Door-to-door 
sales & service 
set-up

lease use cOllect cOllect cOllect pay

No special 
maintenance 
by the user 
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opportunity 1: high-touch service toilet

buy 
The customer signs up for the service which includes a 
deposit from a door-to-door salesperson. The salesperson 
demonstrates use of the toilet, schedules service and collects 
the first month’s payment.

use 
The customer places the toilet in either the bathroom 
(or common area with a privacy shelter) as appropriate.
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opportunity 1: high-touch service toilet

cOllect 
Two times per week the service collector comes into the 
home to collect the full waste cartridge.

The service collector replaces the full cartridge with a empty, 
clean one. The full cartridges are placed in a collection cart 
and s/he continues to service additional households before 
heading to the service station.

 
A high-use customer could 
receive a second toilet or 
additional cartridges with the 
purchase of additional service.

the better place model

Get a bucket, use a bucket, get a new bucket. What if people 
are rewarded with a clean, shiny, new-looking bucket each 
time they bring a full bucket to collection? 

beth
viner
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opportunity 1: high-touch service toilet

cOllect 
At the service station the service collector exchanges the cart 
of filled cartridges for a cart of cleaned bins and heads out to 
service more households.

gold medal service

Reward consistency of good cleaning service, and help both the 
service provider and their customers communicate that their 
facilities are Gold Medal clean.  Reward service providers on a 
“pay by the pound” method, to encourage bringing collected 
waste to the proper collection points. 

larry
cheng

gold medal service

Reward consistency of good cleaning service, and help both the 
service provider and their customers communicate that their 
facilities are Gold Medal clean.  Reward service providers on a 
“pay by the pound” method, to encourage bringing collected 
waste to the proper collection points. 

larry
cheng
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opportunity 1: high-touch service toilet

cOllect 
The service station cleaner unlocks the cartridges, empties 
and washes them with a disinfecting chemical solution. 
The cleaned cartridges are locked and placed on a cart in 
preparation for the service collector.

bundling sanitation products and toilets

Purchasing hygiene / sanitation products provides free access 
to the best latrines. By bundling the experiences together, 
they can be mutually reinforcing and encourage better 
hygiene even beyond toilet use.

dominique
ng
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opportunity 1: high-touch service toilet

pay 
The door-to-door salesperson returns monthly 
to collect the subsequent month’s payment.

 
Payment for the subsequent month’s 
service could be made to the service 
collector during the cartridge pick-up.

cOllect 
A vacuum truck service picks up the waste and brings it to 
the dump site.
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franchisor

franchisees

toiletstanks cleaners

collector
vacuum

truck co. station

cleaner

opportunity 1: high-touch service toilet

business case
The High-Touch Service Toilet model can be established as a 
franchise with the franchiser coordinating the procurement of 
holding tanks, toilets, and cleaning products, while the franchisee 
is responsible for sales and customer service and hires a collector 
and a cleaner for the service station.

Because the capital costs are lower for this model than the Bag 
and Bin model, there could be a solid business opportunity for 
local franchisees without requiring them to bear large upfront 
costs to launch. The capital costs related to the toilets, holding 
tanks, and service stations could be supported by loans or grants 
provided to the franchiser to make the opportunity more enticing. 

users

Estimated Cost

Collectors

Cleaners

Toilets served per collector

Toilets served per cleaner

Total toilets serviced

People using each toilet

Cost/Month

50

50

160 

160

8000 

10 

$14.22
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benefits
 • Dumping is prevented by tamper-proof design
 • No plastic waste
 • Good isolation of waste during transport
 • Low upfront payment for the customer
 • No setup required and small hardware can fit 

in the bathroom or a small compound area

cOncerns
 • Limited capacity depends heavily on reliability 

of service 
 • New infrastructure is required in building and 

outfitting a service station
 • Critical mass adoption is needed in each 

neighborhood to succeed

QuestiOns fOr prOtOtyping
 • How can we ensure service providers are doing 

their job well?
 • What’s the ideal product size, holding capacity, 

and service frequency?
 • How can we recruit and incentivize franchisees?
 • What’s the best payment method and schedule?
 • What are customer expectations around 

in-home service?

opportunity 1: high-touch service toilet
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opportunity 2: bag and bin

Bag	and	Bin

This is a low-cost system created from 
disposable bags and a simple toilet 
frame. Once a bag is full, the customer 
removes the bag from the toilet and 
moves it to a garbage storage container 
outside of the home. A weekly service 
collects the full bags.
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opportunity 2: bag and bin

Used until full, 
bag taken outside

Salesperson 
returns for 
monthly payment 
& restocks liners

Dump truck 
brings waste to 
treatment site

Waste stored in 
central spot

Weekly 
collection

buy dispOse cOllect cOllect cOllect pay

Door-to-door 
sales & set-up
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opportunity 2: a sister idea

“The Dabbawalla distribution system could be emulated 
here! —avi solomon

“Your idea is that the bags are collected by a service 
provider? If so, I imagine the bags could be simpler than 
Peepoo, which reduces the cost.” —vincent
 

“Overall the Poo bag is an elegantly simple solution to 
a chronic problem that remains unsolved for all over a 
BILLION people in this world.” —demain repucci

comments

How well does it meet the needs of the developing world?
evaluate this

1
it fulfills really well on the need its 
 chosen to serve
it will help but other solutions might 
 serve the needs better
it doesn’t really address any of the 
 needs of the developing world

How innovative is this concept?2
it’s completely new to the world
it’s a good reinterpretation of an 
 existing idea it fulfills really
there are some similar ideas 
it’s not innovative at all

peepoo version 2

The PeePoo is a brilliant project that addresses existing 
“flying toilet” behaviors through a single-use sanitizing 
toilet bag that improves hygiene and creates fertilizer. This 
concept envisions an “upgrade” to the PeePoo that 
1) PeePoo users could trade-up to or start off with directly 
if funds allow, and 2) Bucket Latrine / Chamber Pot / 
Public Toilet users could switch to for a similar cost. 

vincent
cheng

A	Sister	Idea
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opportunity 2: bag and bin

buy 
The customer signs up for the service which includes the purchase 
of a toilet, a collection bin, toilet liners, and the first month of service 
from a door-to-door salesperson. The salesperson demonstrates 
use, installs and secures the collection bin, schedules the first weekly 
pickup,  and collects payment .

use 
After approximately 15 uses, the bag seals and the customer carries 
it to the collection bin in front of the home.

use 
The customer replaces the poka yoke liner.
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opportunity 2: bag and bin

dispOse 
The waste collector removes the collection 
bin and places it on the collection cart.

dispOse 
The collector services additional households until his cart is full. 
He then heads to the dumpster.

cOllect 
The collector opens the dumpster, which is locked to contain 
the fecal matter and prevent other waste, and empties the bags 
from the bins which he then returns to the households.

 
Alternatively, the collection bin is 
lined with a bag which is collected, 
and the bin is left in place.
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opportunity 2: bag and bin

cOllect 
A garbage truck hauls the waste from the large bin to the 
dump site every two weeks or when the dumpster is full.

pay 
Every month, the salesperson collects payment and supplies the 
household with liners.
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business case 
The Bag and Bin Collection model can be supported by a single 
operating enterprise (ideally an existing player like Owner 
Services or Zoom Lion) which manages the upfront sourcing of 
hardware and consumables, hires and oversees the sales agents 
and waste collectors, and manages the transport of the waste to 
the local landfill.

Due to the high capital costs associated with this model and the 
fact that consumers will pay only for the monthly service rather 
than bear the upfront cost of the toilet and bin, a large local 
enterprise is best suited to manage this model and employ sales 
agent collectors. This enterprise could secure a loan or a grant 
from a philanthropic entity to decrease the risk in starting up this 
new line of business. 

Estimated Cost

Collectors

Toilets served per collector

Total toilets serviced

People using each toilet

Cost/Month

operating
enterprise

sales agent

dumptruck collector

dumpster

cart

bin

liners

toilets

collectionsourcing

opportunity 2: bag and bin

driver

users

 

50

160 

8000 

10 

$10.57 
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benefits
 • No setup required
 • Individual or family purchase
 • Low upfront payment for the customer
 • Integrated hardware and service 
 • Waste is contained and sealed 

 

cOncerns
 • New distribution network
 • Optimized by large scale participation
 • Large capital expenditure to launch business
 • Potentially detrimental environmental  impact
 • Limited toilet capacity depends heavily on service
 • Logistically challenging to implement

 

QuestiOns fOr prOtOtyping
 • What’s the ideal product size and 

holding capacity/service frequency?
 • How can we ensure proper use and 

disposal of liners by customers?
 • How can we ensure service providers 

are doing their jobs well?
 • How can we properly incentivize 

service providers?
 • What is the best payment method 

and schedule?

OppOrtunities
 • Unilever liners
 • Personal care products sold by 

salesperson 
 • Wipes and cleaning products for 

household toilets

opportunity 2: bag and bin
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opportunity 3: all-in-one vip

All-In-One	VIP*

Building on the aspirations for pit latrines, 
this new model integrates suppliers
to create an affordable all-in-one approach. 
The streamlined supplier integrates 
components and installation.

*	vip = ventilated improved pit latrine
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opportunity 3: all-in-one vip

The vendor delivers 
and installs the toilet

A vacuum truck 
takes the waste to 
a treatment site

The user calls 
a collection 
service when 
the toilet is 
almost full

Treatment 
product 
is added 
regularly

All-in-one toilet 
is bought at 
roadside stand

buy install use cOllect cOllect
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Instead of being an all-in-one 
plastic latrine, it could be a 
cost-reduced design using 
locally available materials

opportunity 3: all-in-one vip

buy 
The customer buys the affordable all-
in-one plastic latrine at a cement ring 
vendor on the side of the road and 
arranges for delivery and installation.

group buying toilets

In the same way that microfinance has leveraged group lending to ensure 
accountability and repayment, NGOs or even for-profit organizations 
can engage communities in “group buys” of toilets. Communities would 
pool together resources to apply for a ‘toilet loan’ and collectively repay 
that loan. If the group defaulted or didn’t maintain the toilet correctly, 
everyone would lose free access to the toilet.

dominique
ng
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Instead of being an all-in-one 
plastic latrine, it could be a 
cost-reduced design using 
locally available materials

financing around cash flow issues

Find a way to enable families to afford a latrine purchase even 
with their limited cash flow.  Many are already spending some 
money on latrine usage ($0.10-0.20 per use). Leverage this 
existing expenditure to finance a latrine.   

jeff
chapin

opportunity 3: all-in-one vip

buy 
The customer buys the affordable all-
in-one plastic latrine at a cement ring 
vendor on the side of the road and 
arranges for delivery and installation.
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To avoid the challenges of 
installing a permanent latrine 
in a shared rented space, 
the latrine could be installed 
above ground with basic 
steps and a privacy shelter

 
The latrine could be designed 
with a urine-diverting option

opportunity 3: all-in-one vip

install 
The latrine is delivered to the home and 
installed by the delivery person who 
digs a hole and places the latrine  in the 
proper location.

use 
The customer uses the latrine as any 
other pit latrine. Periodically, to keep 
the germs, bugs and smell in check, 
s/he treats the toilet with special 
cleaning products.
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The customer could sign up 
for monthly maintenance and 
emptying at the point 
of purchase

 
Alternatively, the toilet could 
be designed as a composting 
latrine eliminating the need 
for a vacuum truck pickup

opportunity 3: all-in-one vip

dispOse 
Approximately one year later, when the latrine 
is nearing full, the user calls a vacuum service to 
collect the waste.

cOllect 
The user pays the vacuum truck operator who 
removes the waste and hauls it to the dump site.
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sanitation
center

suppliers

wsup

opportunity 3: all-in-one vip

business case 
The All-in-One VIP model is an improvement over the currently 
available in-home toilet option as a single merchant offers all 
components and installation at a single point-of-sale. A non-profit 
organization, like WSUP would provide logistical oversight and 
coordinating support.

Because this model builds on existing players 
(likely concrete ring sellers), an NGO is required to coordinate 
and support the local enterprises to help them integrate the 
full set of inputs and installation services for customers and 
encourage them to radically reduce their costs to attract 
significantly more customers. users

Estimated Cost

Sanitation Centers

Customers/Year/Center

Total Customers

People using each toilet

Cost/Month

30

240

7200

10

$11.14
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benefits
 • No possibility of user dumping illegally
 • Builds off of existing aspirations
 • Minimal day-to-day maintenance
 • Leverages existing players
 • Well suited for aesthetic customization (tiles)

cOncerns
 • Larger upfront and over-time payments
 • Requires permanent or semi-

permanent installation
 • Large products are difficult to transport
 • Waste remains in the home for a long 

period of time
 • Requires involvement of a large number 

of private enterprises to scale

QuestiOns fOr prOtOtyping
 • How might we identify appropriate stakeholders to take 

ownership of the business?
 • How can we make collection affordable and accessible?
 • What are the limitations of vacuum truck access?
 • How will this work within current cost constraints?
 • What’s the ideal product size, holding capacity and 

collection frequency?

opportunity 3: all-in-one vip
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next steps

get paid for your poop

Pay people (or at the very least not charge them) to 
use toilets and other poop collection facilities. These 
bathrooms could be small factories that produce gas 
and fertilizer which is then sold to produce revenue.

vincent
cheng

poop to fuel pellets

As the elderly population in Japan increases, 
companies there have developed technology that turns 
adult diapers (and child diapers) into sterile, odorless, 
concentrated, portable pellets that can be used for fuel 
and construction. Imagine your household toilet, public 
toilet, or waste collector also providing you with easy 
to use/transport fuel pellets on-site.

vincent
cheng

Treatment
The OpenIDEO community submitted very creative ideas 
related to treatment and how the waste is managed. 
This work inspires how to consider the entire sanitation 
journey and overall environmental impact.
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Next Steps
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next steps

We seek to prototype these systems in order to understand what will work 
best for the people of Kumasi, and to move towards the development of a 
small scale pilot. Regardless of the system we choose to move forward with 
there are fundamental questions that we need to address.

Now the hard work begins.

Turning	the	vision	into	
a	reality
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next steps

 • How the product and system will be iterated and refined with user feedback 

 • Environmental and health implications of the new system 

 • Opportunities for eduction and adherence 

 • Partner relationships and incentives to participate 

 • Roles of Unilever, WSUP, and additional local partners

What	we	need	to	discover:
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next steps

 • Align local partners for on the ground 
implementations and day to day operations 

 • Get the support of local leaders 

 • Select target areas for prototyping 

 • Create a variety of toilet prototypes 

 • Design service models to prototype 

 • Build a more robust business model 

 • Secure philanthropic support for a pilot

What	we	need	to	do:
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ideo team 
Danny Alexander
Svava Atladóttir
Jocelyn Wyatt

resources 

OpenIDEO: www.openideo.com
Twitter: @ghanasan
Blog: www.ghanasan.com

Thank	You.
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contributers
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Sanitation	Overview
Globally, more than 1 billion people live in poor urban communities. Of them, nearly 
300 million live without access to safe drinking water, and more than 400 million lack 
adequate sanitation.
 
The majority of urban poor live in Asia (60%) and sub-Saharan Africa (22%) and 
reside in what the UN defines as “slums“: communities in which there is no security of 
tenure, no access to improved water and sanitation, where dwellings are made of non-
durable materials and are generally overcrowded (more than 3 people per room). Many 
slum dwellers live under all or most of these conditions.

Urban populations without access to improved sanitation will grow from 661 million 
(in 2006) to 898 million (by 2015). The majority of these people are or will be living in 
slums and peri-urban settlements that are growing by over a million people per week.

background
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appendix

Kumasi	Background
Kumasi is a vibrant city in the Ashanti region of south-central Ghana. It’s the country’s second 
largest city with 1.5 million residents. Due to the region’s gold deposits, timber, and cocoa 
industries, it’s also one of the country’s wealthiest cities.

Notwithstanding its relative wealth, much of the city remains steeped in poverty. Piped water 
reaches only 1/3 of the city’s residents, , and sanitation coverage is even lower at about 28%. 
Unemployment remains staggeringly high as well.

The people of Kumasi cleave to a variety of confessional faiths (Christianity, Islam, and 
traditional beliefs of the region). Kumasi is the central artery of the Ashanti region, and the 
local Ashantene (chief) is the cultural representative of the people. Below him are a series of 
sub-chiefs that preside over the various communities in the region, and work with the elected 
officials to develop and enforce the law. 
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appendix

Life	in	Kumasi
HOMe
The vast majority of residents occupy rented homes and 
apartments, typically sharing a space with their family 
in a compound of 9 or 10 adjacent rooms. The rooms are 
small, and with 5 or 6 people sleeping in each. There is not 
sufficient space for much more than a mattress and basic 
storage. Cooking, washing laundry, socializing and other 
community events happen in the common area, a roofless, 
unpaved quad in the middle of the compound. Though 
they rarely have access to water or in-home sanitation, 
there’s usually a bathroom in the compound - a small tiled 
room with a drain onto the street, where tenants urinate 
and bathe with water fetched from the nearest stand pipe.
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appendix

Life	in	Kumasi
faMily
Although most people live with members of their immediate family, other tenants of the 
compound are usually related and the compound in its entirety is viewed as home. Family bonds 
are strong and provide a valuable support network; even in the face of high unemployment, 
family members will always have a place to call home.
 
WOrk
Entrepreneurship is a staple of commercial life in Kumasi. Traditional employment opportunities 
for the majority of the urban poor are scarce. Of the families we spoke to, unemployment is 
sometimes as high as 70%, with family members relying on periodic odd jobs as their sole 
source of income.
 
finances
Relative wealth aside, the majority of people living in Kumasi still struggle to afford basic 
necessities. Landlords require payment for two to four years of rent in advance, and monthly 
expenses like food, water, school fees, electricity (where available) can be overwhelming. 
Given the cash economy and a constancy of expenses, saving money is difficult. And with little 
official income and no assets to leverage as collateral, loans are nearly impossible.
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appendix

The	Cost	of	Doing	Business
In Kumasi, sanitation is costly. Though it is difficult to obtain entirely accurate pricing information, below 
is a brief introduction to some of the various costs we encountered (in USD equivalent): 

 • Public Toilets generally cost 3, 7, or 10 cents per visit, based on the quality of the facilities and whether 
or not a sheet of newspaper is supplied. For a family of five to use the mid-priced toilet just twice a 
day, it costs more than $250 a year. 

 • Bucket latrines (which are scarce in Kumasi but still relatively common in Accra) are more affordable 
to build - they’re basically four walls constructed around a bucket. Latrines of this variety cost about 
$8 a month to empty, but the expenses are shared between by a compound, or several families. 

 • Installing a basic pit latrine in a home can cost as much as $700, not including emptying the pit 
periodically, which is very expensive as well. Emptying a pit latrine every few years involves hiring 
a vacuum truck, which costs about $70 per truckload (some households require 2-3 truckloads to 
complete the task). 

 • Installing a flush toilet connected to the city’s sewer system is nearly impossible for most of the city. In 
fact, sewers only serve as few as a thousand households in a city of 1.5 million. Although we don’t have 
precise numbers for the cost of installation and use, it’s almost irrelevant on account of infrequency. 
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appendix

Treatment	Options
In an ideal world, waste would possess and represent real value: it could be re-
purposed to make fuel, fertilizer, or other valuable products. There are, in Ghana and 
elsewhere, many entrepreneurs and organizations experimenting with technologies 
and business models to derive value from waste and encourage a closed loop cycle, 
but none are currently available in Kumasi. On the contrary, disposing of waste 
properly is currently an expensive, burdensome process. Below are some of the 
existing treatment solutions we observed in Kumasi:

tHe Municipal seWer and tHe catfisH pOnd
For the thousand or so homes that are connected to the municipal sewer system, 
waste is channeled to one of three treatment plants. The ponds allow wastewater to 
settle, and the cleanest water from each pond spills over into the next, with the final 
pond releasing the relatively clean water into a stream. In one of these treatment 
plants, there are catfish living in the third pond to consume the remaining particulates 
before the water is released, and the city plans to sell the catfish at least once a year 
to local markets. Though these treatment plants would be sufficient in terms of the 
filtration, they’re costly to build and maintain, and at least two of them were not 
functional at the time of our visit.
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appendix

Treatment	Options
landfill duMping and lavender Hill
Pit latrine and septic tank waste must be removed periodically by a vacuum truck 
and brought to a dumping site. In Kumasi, this site lies adjacent to the landfill, and 
is nothing more than a sewage pond where vacuum trucks back up to the edge and 
release the waste - there is no formal treatment. Similarly, in Accra, vacuum trucks 
empty their waste directly into the ocean at a dumping spot (ironically named 
Lavender Hill).

fertilizer and biOgas
There are organizations in Accra and elsewhere in Africa prototyping systems of 
converting waste to humanure (compost or fertilizer) or biogas to be sold back 
to the public. None are currently operating in Kumasi. All are early in testing, and 
face significant challenges with transportation costs, maintenance, and the stigma 
associated with products derived from human waste. However, if these opportunities 
can prove viable, they could potentially help close the loop in Kumasi.
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appendix

Additional	Considerations
Hygiene
Good hygiene is critical to the success of any sanitation program. Wherever possible, education 
and encouragement to practice good hygiene behaviors (like washing hands with soap) should be 
included in the design of any system. 

MenstruatiOn
Sanitary napkins are often disposed in latrines or public toilets, affecting the treatment process, and 
otherwise impeding downstream treatment of waste. It’s important to discourage their disposal in 
the toilets, and design solutions for their inclusion in appropriate waste removal systems. 

cHildren 
Toilets should be accessible or easily modified to accommodate children, meaning height and price 
per use should be taken into consideration to ensure they are used by children as well as adults. 
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appendix

Additional	Considerations
anal cleansing
Most people in Kumasi wipe themselves with newspaper, and dirty materials are deposited in a 
waste bin and the waste is later burned. There should be clear directions for properly disposing of 
papers after use. 

privacy
Some toilet designs may require an additional privacy shelter. These should be designed as part of 
the system or be easily constructible around the toilets.

OdOr
Odor is one of the most significant issues with existing sanitation solutions. Sealing lids, odor-proof 
liners, and odor-fighting cleaning products should all be considered.

nOn-degradable Waste
Because downstream treatment depends on the separation of natural and technical materials, it’s 
important to discourage the disposal of non-degradable waste along with human waste. The design 
of any durables should be fully degradable, and dumping additional garbage in the latrines should 
be discouraged.
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appendix

Additional	Considerations
urine 
Urine, though not harmful on its own, is voluminous, contributes to foul odors in and around toilets, 
and increases the frequency with which latrines need to be emptied. Urine diversion or capture 
should be considered.

pipibol*: for a more fragrant and clean city!

A mini soccer game, where someone would use the force of the jet of 
pee to score goals. The ball slides on a stick until you reach one of the 
goalposts. The mini game would be set in the walls of the places where 
people usually will pee, in public locations. 

alessandro 
ortega amaral
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For more concepts visit:
http://bit.ly/OpenIDEO-San

appendix
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